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 by ricardorv30   

Die Rote Bar 

"Sip Classy Cocktails"

Paying an ode to the cocktail bars of 1930s era, Die Rote Bar is a popular

cocktail bar. This lovely drinking establishment has an air of elegance

complete with servers wearing jackets. It offers exotic cocktail mixes and

hence as evening sets in it tends to get crowded; hence if you want to

savor tasty cocktails then you need to head here quite early. Check

website for more details.

 +49 69 29 3533  www.rotebar.com/  eb@rotebar.com  Mainkai 7, Francoforte

 by Jakub Dziubak on 

Unsplash   

Roomers Bar 

"Bar with Class"

A dash of sophistication with undertones of glamor make Roomers one of

the top nightlife destinations in Frankfurt. Here, drinking is a pricey affair

with handcrafted spirits and wines from around the world. Sensual and

dark interiors with the velvet banquets, edgy chandeliers and the sleek

polished bar make for an intimate venue to spend leisurely evenings. The

regular bar fare and stellar service are in place to complement your drinks.

Be prepared to be floored!

 +49 69 2 7134 2815  www.roomers-hotels.com/

frankfurt-legend/bar/

 bar@roomers-

frankfurt.com

 Gutleutstraße 85, Roomers,

Francoforte

 by Keltra89   

Harvey's 

"Crossover Cuisine"

With its baroque decor, high ceilings and ornate wooden and gilded

decorations, Harvey's is a joy to the eye as well as the palate, a perfect

combination of moderate prices, elegant decor and friendly service. A

wide selection of international breakfasts is served until late in the day,

while the evening menu contains some fascinating culinary concoctions.

Choose from an array of crunchy salads, mouthwatering desserts and

delicious local snacks. The cocktails are also highly recommended.

children's playing area engages children while adults savor the fine menu.

 +49 69 4800 4878  harveys-ffm.de/  kontakt@harveys-ffm.de  Bornheimer Landstraße 64,

Francoforte

 by bule   

Destino 

"Tapas Fracas!"

If you are only slightly hungry and find yourself trying to experiment with

different flavors and combinations, then what better than trying tapas!

Destino offers a great range of tapas or in other words, Spanish hors

d'oeuvre such as Spanish anchovies, curry chicken, tortillas-inspired ones

or the chicken wing tapas. Always packed during weekends, it is a wise

call to book your visit well in advance. Enjoy a few hours devoted to these

little plates of heaven, in a leisurely ambiance aided by efficient yet

friendly servers.
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 +49 69 2424 0888  Habsburgerallee 9, Francoforte
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